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On 15 June 1955, Paul Anderson, the 340-pound American heavyweight, lay on a couch waiting for his first attempt at a weightlifting competition in Moscow between the Soviet Union and the United States. The event, held at the large, outdoor Zelyony Theater in Gorky Park, was the first of two contests being held as part of a goodwill trip authorized by the U.S. State Department. During the contest, lifter after lifter warmed up backstage, pacing nervously between sets as they awaited their turn on the enormous stage festooned with Soviet and American flags. Anderson and his teammates—Tommy Kono, Chuck Vinci, Stan Stanczyk, Joe Pitman, and Dave Sheppard—had appeared on stage earlier that evening for the lavish opening ceremonies along with American officials Bob Hoffman, Clarence Johnson, and John Terpak. Since that time, however, the twenty-two-year-old Georgian had reclined on a couch in the back seemingly unperturbed by the historic nature of the evening. According to Arkady Vorobyov, one of the Soviet weightlifters who was there that evening, "when [Anderson’s] turn came, he got up from the couch with all the elegance of an elephant and went straight out onto the platform." He did not warm up.

Although he appeared calm to those in the backstage area, Anderson claimed in a 1957 newspaper interview that he had been shocked by the popularity of weightlifting in the Soviet Union and by the large crowd that came out to see the lifting in Moscow. Weightlifting was "equivalent to baseball in the United States," he reported, going on to explain to the American reporter that in Russia it "arouses a tremendous interest." There was certainly tremendous interest as to how the Americans matched up with the Soviet team that evening, for seated in front of the stage on which Anderson would lift were reportedly fifteen thousand fans—perhaps the largest live audience ever to witness a weightlifting competition. Many more thousands of Soviet citizens followed the contest that evening on television and radio as announcers delivered a live play by play of the contest. An argument can be made that no weightlifting tournament before—or since—has ever been the focus of such intense media interest.

One way to explain the unprecedented size of the audience that evening is that following World War II Russia—then a nation of approximately 180-million people—had begun a nationalized sports program aimed at producing Olympic champions, which created deep interest in all of the Olympic sports among Soviet citizens. According to weightlifting historian John Fair, there were approximately one-hundred-thousand registered, competitive weightlifters in the Soviet Union by the mid-1950s—far more than in the United States—and this also undoubtedly contributed to the turnout. However, many of those in attendance on that chilly June evening were there as much out of political curiosity as they were out of fascination with the Iron Game. The Gorky Park event was a political contest; a test to see which nation—which system of government—produced the best and strongest men. Reported Anderson, "Every seat was sold. Crowds were standing around at the back and along the sides," and he recalled how strange it felt.
Anderson’s second attempt in the press on the big stage at Gorky Park was with 182.5 kilos, which weighed exactly 402.41 pounds. This dramatic still photo is taken from the Russian newsreel footage of the lifting that evening and it shows how high he got with this attempt at the big weight before it stalled out. The bar appears in the film to have gotten too far forward. He then called for the same weight for his third attempt and managed to press it out.

when the Russian band played the “Star Spangled Banner” during the introductions.9

Sport scholars have given significant academic attention to the Cold War in recent years.10 However, the majority of these studies focus on spectator sports such as American football, hockey, and soccer, or on the fight for medals in the Olympic Games. Surprisingly, although John Fair alludes to Bob Hoffman’s anti-Communist sentiment in his work Muscletown USA: Bob Hoffman and the Manly Culture of York Barbell, no academic discussion of weightlifting or strength sports and the Cold War has appeared, except in relation to doping.11 This is particularly surprising since the 1955 match in Moscow was the first “good will” sporting event held during the Cold War with the Soviets, and its success would prove to be a factor in the State Department’s deliberations to plan other cultural exchanges between the USA and Russia, like the two track and field meets held in 1958 and 1959.12

Our purpose in this paper, therefore, is to both argue that Paul Anderson’s performance in Moscow was a significant moment in the propaganda initiatives of the United States during the Cold War, and to “unpack” the events surrounding the American trip to Moscow and Anderson’s quick rise to international fame. We pursue these specific goals because despite winning a gold medal at the 1956 Olympic Games, Anderson has remained a somewhat elusive historical subject. Although a few articles have been published about Anderson in scholarly journals, these have been—for the most part—either memoir pieces or research efforts which demonstrated that many claims made by Anderson (or by others for him) about the limits of his strength lack support.13 While we will also examine some aspects of Anderson’s 1975 autobiographical report on the Moscow trip, the intent of this essay is not to chal-
lenge Anderson’s “faulty memory,” but to place the man and this singular moment in the Cold War in proper historical context. To quote Saturday Evening Post author Furman Bisher, Anderson’s performance in Moscow was a “smashing international debut,” and the good will tour—even though it was the first visit any American athletes had made behind the Iron Curtain since the Second World War—would have been only “calmly received on both sides of the political barrier if Anderson had not been in the party.” Wrote Bisher of Anderson, “His . . . unique physique demanded world-wide attention. The Georgia mountain boy has pumped more life into the often ridiculed sport of weightlifting than it ever knew before. Previously confined to the back rooms of Y.M.C.A’s and the back page of the sports section, Anderson pressed, snatched, and clean-and-jerked it out to the front page.”

Anderson’s Lifting in Moscow

Because this first dual match between the Cold War adversaries was organized as a man-to-man contest, the event was run differently than most weightlifting meets. A rising bar method was used for all the competitors, regardless of weight class, and the weight was raised five kilos (eleven pounds) at a time. If someone wanted a weight as the bar moved upward, he would jump in and take it. If no one wanted it, then the bar was raised by another five kilos. This meant that before Anderson appeared for his first lift on the big stage, all the lifters in every weight class were completely finished with their three attempts. Alexey Medvedev, the reigning Russian heavyweight champion, who was pitted against Anderson, had succeeded with 325 pounds in the press, the first of the lifts contested that evening, and the Soviet crowd cheered heartily for him as his lift was a new personal best and tied the Olympic record. It was not surprising, therefore, that the audience began buzzing when the American coach, Bob Hoffman, asked the spotters to skip going up five kilos at a time and to load an additional 25 kilos (55 pounds), bringing the bar’s total weight to 172.5 kilos (380.29 pounds) for Anderson’s first attempt. Surprisingly, Anderson never mentions this first attempt on the big stage in Gorky Park in his 1975 autobiography. Although the weight matched the world record then held by former world champion Doug Hepburn, Anderson’s version of the evening begins with his attempt at 402.5. In that account Anderson disparages Hepburn by misstating the amount of Hepburn’s world record and suggesting that he was not a complete lifter:

The all-time world record by Doug Hepburn of Canada was just over 360 pounds. (Hepburn was a specialist who was mediocre in the other two lifts and could never even compete with Schamansky [sic] in world competition because his three lift total was bad. His record in the press was expected to stand for years.)

[Editor’s Note: Hepburn’s record as noted earlier was 381 and Anderson’s portrayal of him as a “specialist” is rather off the mark as Hepburn won the World Weightlifting Championships in 1953 and actually defeated Anderson in their only head-to-head contest at the Junior National Championships that same year. Anderson’s comment also fails to acknowledge the fact that Hepburn was born with a club foot, that his ankle on that leg was inflexible, and that his calf, in particular, was shorter than the calf on the other leg and badly withered.]

With the bar properly loaded to 380.29 pounds for his opening press, Anderson’s time clock began to run, and as he emerged from the back of the stage, his rotund, approximately 5’9” body and distinctive, thick-legged gait made him look unlike anyone else who had appeared that evening. In fact, to the uninitiated, including the reporter for the New York Times who attended, he looked fat, and some in the audience openly snickered as they saw Anderson in his brief lifting uniform and what appeared to be regular street shoes and dark socks. At that time he was still virtually unknown to most of those in the audience. Hardly anyone outside the small world of U.S. weightlifting had heard of the massive man-child from Toccoa, Georgia. He had begun weightlifting only a few years earlier, and he had not yet appeared in a world championships, where he would have been seen by other international lifters. And so, as the spectators no doubt wondered at the temerity of this young upstart, Anderson approached the bar, lifted it to his shoulders with a quick squat clean, recovered, and then easily pressed it overhead.
The bar, heavily loaded with weights, was raised and then lowered without a murmur of dissent. Anderson then asked for 182.5 kilos (actual weight 402.41 pounds)—21.41 pounds more than Hepburn's world record. According to Anderson's 1975 autobiography, The Strongest Man in the World, when he put in the request the officials "all but laughed out loud. . . . The crowd got a real kick out of my request as well." Since the Soviets had not anticipated that such weights might be lifted that evening, the loaders scurried off the stage to bring additional weights from the warm-up area backstage. It is surprising that they didn't expect Anderson to call for four hundred, as he had pressed the weight twice before in sanctioned competitions that spring. During the delay, the Soviet announcer explained that the officials were being particularly meticulous loading the bar because of the great weight involved. And, even though it wasn't Anderson's first time to go over the four-hundred-pound barrier in the press—the lift regarded in the weightlifting community as the most emblematic of "true strength"—the Gorky Park lift was an important moment in the history of Cold War politics. As sport historian John Fair observed, for most of the twentieth century, the press was the standard means by which the strength of an athlete, especially in weightlifting, was measured. "How much can you press?" was the usual question directed by friends and fellow athletes to any young man who started training with weights. Therefore it was fitting that when weightlifting competition and rules became standardized at the Amsterdam Olympics in 1928, the press was adopted as one of the so-called "Olympic lifts" for international competition, along with the snatch and the clean and jerk. While the latter two movements, often called the "quick lifts," were regarded more as tests of an athlete's speed and agility, the two-hand clean and press was viewed as a true measure of overall strength—an essential ingredient in determining a weightlifter's worth. Iron Man editor Peary Rader similarly observed that "to most people the two arm press is weightlifting. They know little of any other type." And early weightlifting advocate George Jowett argued that "the Two-Hand Military Press has always been accepted as the true test of the strength of a man." The weightlifting cognoscenti in Gorky Park that evening also knew what the press represented and so, in a very real way, if Anderson could succeed with this enormous weight he would demonstrate not just that he was the strongest weightlifter in the competition, but that American manhood and, by extension, the American democratic system, was superior. If he made the lift there was little question that he deserved to be called the "strongest man in the world." If he failed, Anderson risked appearing as someone with grand ideas that he couldn't fulfill, and America as a nation would be diminished in the eyes of the Russians. If he failed, Anderson and America would look boastful and egoistic, or, to use an old Texas expression, "all hat and no cattle." According to Anderson's autobiography, The World's Strongest Man, a "steady rain" had been falling in Gorky Park that evening, a rain that he contends impacted his first attempt at the historic 402.41. Wrote Anderson in 1975:

The rain kept coming. . . . Finally, the bar was loaded. . . . I dusted my hands with chalk as usual to get a good grip on the bar, and the people seemed to begin to realize that I was seriously going to attempt the ridiculous lift of more than 40 pounds over the existing world record.

I lifted the bar to my chest with ease and waited for the official to clap, signifying that I had set long enough and could attempt to push the bar above my head. The crowd gasped, but as I started to push the bar, I realized I had forgotten to wipe it clean. The rain had made it slick and it began slipping from my hand. I had to move my feet to reposition myself, and this of course nullified the lift. I dropped the bar and it thundered.
to the floor as the judge’s red light flashed and the crowd groaned with an I-knew-it note. I had a three minute wait before my second attempt.30

Several of Anderson’s claims in this passage are at odds with the various journalistic reports of the event, with the Soviet newsreel footage from that evening, and even with the historic weather data for Moscow on that date.31 Oscar State’s report of the contest in Muscle Power, Bob Hoffman’s report in Strength & Health, and the New York Times story that appeared the following day, all mention that it was raining while fans were in line to enter the open-air arena but that the rain slowed to at most a drizzle by the time the competition began. The same Times article, the captions on Hoffman’s article, and Tommy Kono in his “Foreward” to Randall Strossen’s biography of Anderson, all use the term “drizzle” to describe the conditions that evening; none of the other 1955 reports on the Moscow lifting suggest that it was raining heavily during Anderson’s time on the platform.32 The newsreel footage from that evening is particularly telling as no umbrellas are in evidence in the audience and no one looks wet.33 Admittedly, the weather was not ideal for lifting with the temperature hovering in the low fifties and a brisk wind at times moving the curtains on stage, but the closest weather station to Gorky Park reported “no measurable precipitation” for 15 June 1955.34 It was certainly not a “driving rain” as Paul described it in later years when he recounted the story of the Moscow contest.35

To be fair, drizzle could certainly produce enough moisture to make someone’s grip slip, especially as the bar is being pulled to the chest. However, Anderson claimed that it was in the press and not the clean that he lost his grip. Yet, in the surviving newsreel footage of his first attempt at the 402.41 pounds, Anderson quickly squat-cleaned the weight and assumed an upright position with the bar at the top of his chest. After the judge’s signal to begin the second phase of the lift, Anderson began pushing the bar upward, but then hit a sticking point, or got a bit forward about half-way, and the bar fell back to his broad chest. In the film entitled Soviet Sport 1955: No. 06 shot that evening, there is no foot movement and no evidence to suggest that his hand was slipping.36 The referees rightly nullified the lift as it was not close to lock-out, and Anderson called for the same 402.41 pounds for his third attempt. This time, again without any apparent strain, he squat-cleaned the weight and quickly rose to the stand-
This image, captured from the 1955 Soviet Sports documentary *Soviet Sport 1955: No. 6*, shows the huge stage and part of the crowd of more than fifteen-thousand people that filled Zelyony Theater that evening.

... You could see the stark amazement, admiration and awe in their stricken faces—you could just imagine them wondering where this American youth came from—why no Russian could cope with such power." Perhaps, as Anderson tells it, an elderly man even approached the platform with an interpreter after the lift and told him, “I can go home and die now. I have seen everything. I have seen the world’s greatest feat of strength.”

In any case, by demonstrating to the Soviets via that 402.41-pound press that he was far stronger than the strongest man in Russia, Anderson’s lift was, rightly or wrongly, said by some to be a victory for democracy and the American way of life. Nor was Anderson finished that evening. He further amazed the Soviet spectators in the clean and jerk with a lift of 425.25 pounds—another unofficial world record. When that record was added to his 336 pound snatch, and the 402.41 pound press, Anderson totaled just under 1164 pounds—another all-time best.

It should be noted that although all the lifts made at the contest were announced as “world records,” and many writers referred to them as world records, they were not officially recognized as world records because the International Weightlifting Federation rules at that time required that at least three countries participate in a contest for world records to be set. However, Anderson did not just exceed world records in weightlifting that night in Moscow. By besting the Soviets in such an extraordinary manner, this twenty-two-year-old barrel of a man lifted the edge of the infamous Iron Curtain. At a time when the United States and the Soviet Union were both fearful of the might and power of the other, Anderson’s lifting, and idiosyncratic personality, helped diffuse tensions during the geopolitical era known as the Cold War. It also brought enormous—albeit brief—attention to the sport of weightlifting back in the United States. Famed journalist Jimmy Breslin profiled Anderson in November of that year in an article fitting-
Becoming a Champion

The man who broke the four-hundred-pound press barrier was born on 17 October 1932 in Toccoa, Georgia. His father, Robert Anderson, stood 5'10½" tall and normally weighed around 180 pounds. Robert Anderson worked during most of Paul’s childhood on a variety of construction projects for the Tennessee Valley Authority, a government-owned electric agency that helped bring America back economically during the Great Depression by building dams and hydroelectric facilities in the Eastern United States. During Paul’s early childhood, his family moved frequently because of his father’s work. His mother, Ethel Bennett Anderson, was 5'2" in height and had a somewhat stocky build.

As a boy, there was no sign that Anderson would become such a massive adult; photos taken in his childhood show him with knobby knees and a generally normal build. Many strength legends’ life histories include tales of recovering from health issues as a child, and Anderson’s tale is no different. At age seven he contracted the kidney ailment with his lifting in the summer of 1952 in the primitive basement gym Anderson known as Bright’s disease, a form of nephritis, and he barely recovered. For the remainder of his life he had periodic bouts of kidney trouble that resulted in a kidney transplant in 1983 and eventually his death from kidney failure in 1992.

According to Breslin, the major reason for America’s growing interest in weightlifting was “Anderson’s exploits in Russia.” As for Anderson, he showed no surprise in his interview with Breslin that he had emerged victorious in Moscow. “It was no contest,” he told Breslin, “They have some good fellers in the lower weight classes, but in my class—heavyweight, you know—they didn’t have anybody who could hardly make me take a strong breath.”

[Editor’s Note: This is not hyperbolic. Not only did Anderson out-press Russia’s best big man by a whopping seventy-seven pounds, his 402.5 pound press, although not an official world record, exceeded Hepburn’s official record by twenty-two pounds. No other super heavyweight during the seventeen years before the press was eliminated ever leapfrogged the official world record by such a margin.]

But this “little boy” soon grew. Dorothy’s husband, Julius Johnson, gave fourteen-year-old Anderson a set of dumbbells. Johnson was also a competitive weightlifter, and won his weight class in at least one contest in 1939. Although Anderson trained a bit, he soon gravitated to football and played as a blocking back/guard weighing between 195 and 210 pounds. Anderson’s high school teammates recall him as being...
exceptionally fast and agile, but no larger than other men on the team. Harold Andrews, who played alongside Anderson at Toccoa High, recalled that all the team had been surprised at how, in his senior year, Paul began rapidly getting bigger. “His size came rapidly,” Andrews recalled, “yet he still had tremendous agility.” J. P. Hudgins, another teammate, recalled that before Paul’s senior year, he “was small, but very quick. You would never pick him to be the World’s Strongest Man.” During his senior year, Anderson lived with his sister and Julius Johnson as his parents had to move again because of Mr. Anderson’s work. According to his football teammates, Paul also began “to show a lot of strength.” During that final high school season, Anderson reportedly played well enough to be offered a scholarship to Furman University in Greenville, South Carolina, where he became the starting guard on the freshman team. Some of the guys . . . He picked them up and just easily pressed them alternately, 10 times each arm . . . We were doing squats a little bit later; we had about 350 pounds on the bar, which was a lot of weight back in those days, at least we thought, and Paul wanted to try it. I said, “Paul, you better not try this, you’ve never lifted and you might strain yourself.” I knew what the coaches would say if he got hurt or anything... Paul got up under the weight and squatted about ten consecutive times. I was aghast at that, and I said, “Paul, you don’t know how strong you are. If you concentrate on lifting weights, it’s hard to tell how far you could go with it.”

Despite the friendship with Snead, Anderson was clearly unhappy at Furman. Wrote Paul in 1975, “I had not learned any study habits, and here I was in a tough school, forced to keep my grades high enough for football. . . I didn’t care about anything.” So at some point in the winter or spring of 1952, Anderson moved to Elizabethton, Tennessee, where his parents had moved, and once again lived at home. Although he drifted for a time, and “kept pretty much to myself and enjoyed that way,” Paul soon “ran into some guys who lifted and who followed the weightlifting magazines.” Through these new friends, Paul began thinking seriously about lifting, began reading the magazines himself, and even created a sort of gym in a bedroom of his parents’ home. Short of funds as he had no job, Paul went to a junkyard and procured iron wheels, axles, and shafts creating a hazardous set of weights that he could load to approximately five hundred pounds, and he began to train regularly, especially on the squat.

Although the timeline is now impossible to trace, it was not too long before Anderson’s lifting friends took their new prodigy over to Johnson City, Tennessee, the adjoining town, to meet the rangy farmer Bob Peoples, holder of the “world record” in the deadlift at 725 pounds. It was the summer of 1952. Recalled Paul, “I was a little put back by his physique. His arms were unusually long and his hands were huge. I was certain that it was the killer deadlift that had stretched him out of shape, until I met his father, a non-lifter from whom Bob had obviously inherited his physique.”

In an interview for a 1992 documentary about
Anderson’s life, Peoples recalled that the nineteen-year-old weighed about 260 pounds when they first met at his hilltop farm outside Johnson City. Peoples trained in his basement where he had built a special rack out of wooden four-by-fours for partial deadlifts and squatting, a rack that is generally regarded as the first “power-rack” ever built. According to Peoples, Paul later called the basement gym “the dungeon,” and they went downstairs that afternoon to see what the young behemoth could do. When asked what he wanted, Paul said he’d start with five hundred pounds, which Peoples recalled, made him ask if he didn’t want a lighter weight to start with. “No, load it up,” was Paul’s reply and to Peoples’ astonishment Paul “did it with all ease.” Paul then took 550 again and made two easy reps, at which point Bob went upstairs to find his wife, Juanita, and brought her down to the basement. Paul then squatted with the 550 again for her.

Peoples admitted that he doubted some of the stories circulating in eastern Tennessee before Paul arrived for that first workout in “the dungeon.” In an article for Iron Man, however, he reported that as soon as he saw Anderson, “I lost some of my former skepticism for Paul certainly had the appearance of a superman.”

As the afternoon progressed, Peoples advised Anderson, who’d never had a coach, to focus on “heavy supporting work,” in his training. Galvanized by this suggestion, Anderson trained faithfully for a month, including heavy partial lifts along with his favorite full squats, and at the end of those four short weeks “accomplished a perfect squat with over six hundred pounds.”

This marked the start of Anderson’s rise to the top of the weightlifting world. With Bob Peoples’ guidance, Paul began giving public exhibitions of his squatting power and then entering Olympic-style weightlifting contests. On 25 October 1952 Anderson squatted 610 pounds in an exhibition after the “World’s Best Developed Athlete” contest sanctioned by the Amateur Athletic Union (A.A.U.) in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Two months later, and with little experience in the Olympic lifts, Anderson won the Tennessee State Championships in weightlifting. He totaled 800 pounds with lifts of 275, 225, and 300 pounds in the press, snatch, and clean and jerk, respectively. He also squatted 660 pounds after the meet in an exhibition, which was considered a world record. These accomplishments did not go unnoticed by the American strength world. The January 1953 issue of Strength and Health featured pictures of Anderson lifting and flexing accompanied by the caption, “A New Strength Discovery!” And in February, in Iron Man, Peoples recounted his own version of the young Anderson’s rapid growth.

Throughout 1953, as Anderson’s lifting technique improved, so did his poundages. On 21 March 1953, he totaled 875 pounds in the Dixie Weightlifting Championships in Atlanta, Georgia, and at the Junior National Weightlifting Championships on 17 May of that year in Cleveland, Ohio, he totaled 940 with lifts of 300 in the press, 270 in the snatch, and 370 in the clean and jerk, weighing 292 ¼ pounds. He then squatted 714 ½ pounds at a Boys Club exhibition on the 30th. These performances attracted more attention as the June 1953 issue of Strength and Health featured him in an article by Chattanooga gym owner, Rye Bell, who dubbed him the “Dixie Derrick” and predicted that Anderson “will push a number of lifting records to astronomical heights.” Bell concluded, “Fortunately for American weightlifting this promising prodigy is not likely to be lost to the Armed Services. Recently he was rejected by the Army. On what grounds? Because they could not find a shirt large enough to fit his 22 ½-inch neck!”

Over the next year or so, Anderson continued to make progress toward the time when he would step onto the international stage. On 25 July 1953, he pressed 330, snatched 275, and clean and jerked 375 pounds for a total of 980 pounds at Bill Colonna’s strength-fest in Norfolk, Virginia. Anderson also gave a squatting exhibition as part of the day’s activities and raised to everyone’s amazement 762 ¼ pounds. Jack Hughes, the 123-pound national champion for 1953 was in attendance at Colonna’s outdoor weightlifting contest cum picnic, as were many other notables in American weightlifting who lived east of the Mississippi. What impressed Hughes most about Anderson that day was “how big he was. In those days you didn’t see big men,” Hughes continued, and “every time he lifted . . . everybody stopped talking . . . and he was not yet a national champion.”

In November of 1953, after a several month layoff because of a wrist injury, Anderson lifted 351 ½, 319 ½, and 405 pounds at the Bob Hoffman Birthday Show in York, Pennsylvania, increasing his total to 1,076 pounds. On 16 January 1954, however, he broke his wrist while attempting to clean four-hundred pounds at the Middle Atlantic Open in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
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1954 that hampered his assault on the record books, he was never far from the mind of the weightlifting public. In an article for the British Reg Park Journal, published in July of 1954, author Charles Coster waxed rhapsodic about Anderson, writing in all capital letters, “PAUL IS ONE OF THE MOST SENSATIONAL THINGS THAT EVER HAPPENED IN THE WEIGHT-LIFTING WORLD.” In that article Coster quotes from two remarkable letters he received that year from weightlifting legend John Davis, whose claim to being the world’s strongest man had been usurped by the Georgian Gargantua. Wrote Davis in February, 1954, “I’ve seen men do amazing things with weights in my time, but Anderson is positively the most astonishing creature I’ve ever witnessed. I say this without reservation and in complete respect of Louis Cyr and ‘all the rest.”

In a later letter to Coster, Davis also wrote:

Paul Anderson writes to me regularly and tells me his wrist is out of plaster and he is now training regularly. Paul asks for training information and ideas from me and I feel somewhat ridiculous advising a man of his caliber... I cannot but recall a similar situation between George Gershwin and Claude Debussy. ... Gershwin wanted to study music (theory and harmony) with Debussy. Debussy only laughed because he admired Gershwin’s work so much that he felt he could not teach him anything. ... Of course any information I have is
By the late fall of 1954, however, Anderson was back in full training and stronger than ever. A letter from Strength & Health editor Jim Murray to Reg Park reported that Anderson told Murray he'd recently made personal bests (in training) with 820 in the squat and 750 in the deadlift for two reps—while wearing straps. Wrote Murray, "His best individual official lifts are 352 press (U.S. record, exceeding Davis' former mark of 342), 315 snatch, and 411 clean and jerk. His best official total is 1,065—the world’s highest. Unofficially he has pressed 355 and snatched 319.5. Anderson has lifted an unofficial total of 1076.5 and his best official and unofficial lifts add up to a total of 1085.5".

On 11 December 1954, "Anderson returned to action with a bang," reported Strength & Health magazine, winning his class at the All-Dixie A.A.U. Open in Atlanta with a 1070 pound total and an official national record in the press with 370 pounds. At that meet Anderson snatched three hundred pounds, and clean and jerked four hundred pounds. Just two months later, on 12 February 1955, Anderson made 375, 320, and 405 pounds at the Annual National Capitol Open Weightlifting Championships in Washington, D.C., thereby becoming the first man to total eleven hundred pounds. Anderson’s total broke the record held by Olympic champion Norbert Schemansky, a man who was regarded in many circles as the “world’s strongest” until Anderson appeared on the scene. John Bradford, the Assistant Physical Director of the YMCA at which the meet was held, wrote that Anderson “electrified the huge crowd of spectators.”

Iron Man magazine declared, “Paul is so young that his possibilities are almost beyond imagination.” Peary Rader then rhetorically asked, “What will Paul do in ten years at such a rate of progress?”

At John Terlazzo’s strength show in April of 1955, Anderson set a new unofficial world record in the press with 403 pounds and totalled 1142.5 pounds. In this photo Terlazzo—in the suit—presents awards to Anderson, Norbert Schemansky, and Dave Sheppard.

Little more than two weeks later, Anderson was back on the lifting platform at John Terlazzo’s Strength Variety Show on 25 April 1955. At this event, weighing 331 pounds, Anderson “brought amazed gasps, then cheers from the capacity crowd as he totaled 1137 pounds.” This was slightly less than his last total, but only because he missed snatches at 315 and 320. His press and clean and jerk set new unofficial records at 403 and 434 pounds.

Anderson’s next competition was different. Whereas he felt little pressure in the past, the 5 June
1955 Senior Nationals in Cleveland, Ohio would determine who made the American travel squad for the trip behind the Iron Curtain the following week. According to Anderson’s autobiography, Bob Hoffman, the American weightlifting coach, told Paul that he planned for Schemansky to fill the heavyweight slot on the team because he was a proven lifter on the international stage. This of course, caused great consternation and concern in the Anderson household. Anderson’s sister, Dorothy, explained to an interviewer that they’d heard Hoffman planned to only take the “special ones that they wanted to take and Paul had not been around quite long enough to establish himself to the extent that they thought he was the right one to go on the trip.”

Her husband, Julius Johnson, recalled, “I think that was one of the few times I ever saw Paul mad, I mean really angry. I remember him being on the phone talking to Hoffman and he said, ‘Bob, I am going to make that trip.’” Continuing, Johnson explained that he believed Hoffman played favorites. “If you’re a Southerner, Johnson contended, you’ve ‘got two strikes against you before you ever start off, and all this crowd who have been working at York and are members of the stables, you might say, always have had the inside track. . . . And here was this unknown down here . . . and although he appeared to be doing pretty well at the time, who could tell whether he was a splash in the pan or not.” According to Furman Bisher, another factor that played a role in all this was that Hoffman was also not pleased that Anderson had turned down his early overtures to move to York and join his team. Although rebuffed by Hoffman, Paul decided he’d train and plan as if he were making the trip anyway. Because the men would fly to Moscow on June 6, the day after the Senior Nationals in Cleveland, Paul applied for a passport well ahead of time and took it with him to Cleveland so that he was ready to travel if he lifted well enough.

In Cleveland, the pressure began to ease when Paul learned that Schemansky’s back had been injured and he was not able to compete or to make the trip to Moscow. However, this did not mean Anderson became an automatic replacement as the AAU officials could have simply decided not to take a heavyweight lifter; Paul still needed to prove he was America’s greatest heavyweight. According to Larry Lawson of Iron Man Lifting News, Anderson did more than simply prove himself. Lawson wrote, “the sensation of the 1955 Senior Nationals was the world record breaking performance of the Dixie Derrick, Paul Anderson,” who lifted 390, 320, and 435 pounds. His clean and jerk set a new unofficial world record at its official weight of 436 ½ pounds. Anderson’s performance impressed everyone. Iron Man magazine’s Peary Rader said of Anderson, “His lifts all appear easy. He has had no one to push him into fighting the weights. He does not know his true possibilities... One can’t imagine another such superman coming along very soon.” The Associated Press reported, in an article that appeared throughout the United States the day after the lifting that “Paul Anderson, the 341-pound Dixie Derrick, broke two of his own national records . . . here tonight. Both exceeded the world marks, but cannot be counted as world records.”

His great performance meant that the Georgia boy was on his way to the Soviet Union.

**Sport and the Cold War**

The Cold War was a period of heightened political and military tensions between the United States and the Soviet Union and lasted from roughly 1946 to 1991. It was characterized, as scholars Stephen Wagg and David L. Andrews put it, by “high-level political wrangling, punitive and beneficent economic policies, competing propaganda initiatives and clandestine intelligence operations.” Historian Russ Crawford asserts that the Cold War was an international struggle that “offered the world a choice between two competing visions of what society should be.” Sport was one of several methods of propaganda utilized by both countries to advance their visions. Wagg and Andrews argue, “the practice of sports diplomacy meant the competing factions in the Cold War may have avoided direct military conflict. However . . . sporting contests regularly became high profile public spectacles through which the respective merits of the competing social and political systems, ideologies and moral orders were contested in symbolic combat.” This cultural warfare through sport began in earnest in the late 1940s and early 1950s.

The geopolitical emphasis on sport was not a secret. In the monthly Soviet periodical Kultura i Zhizn, an official government resolution was published in 1949 which stated, “The increasing number of successes achieved by Soviet athletes . . . is a victory for the Soviet form of society and the socialist sports system; it provides irrefutable proof of the superiority of socialist culture over the moribund culture of capitalist states.”
Moreover, the 8 March 1952 issue of Soviet Sport stated, "every record won by our sportmen, every victory in international contests, graphically demonstrates to the whole world the advantages and strength of the Soviet System." Sentiment toward sport in the United States was virtually no different. For example, President Eisenhower's proclamation on 16 October 1954 of the first annual National Olympics Day read, "The world will again be shown that in sports, as in education, in economics, in politics, in every realm of life, segmentation runs a poor second to free enterprise."

Thus, to combat Soviet athletic success, the United States Information Agency (USIA) outlined a program in 1954 with two objectives: to promote American sportsmanship, international fellowship, and goodwill, and to prevent the Soviets from dominating world sports. The agency also claimed that the non-participation internationally of United States sports clubs and athletic associations was interpreted worldwide as a fear of being beaten. In reality it was due to the fact that our amateur sport programs were based more on a collegiate rather than club model, and because of a lack of funding.

To address this, the Eisenhower administration created the President's Special Program for International Affairs in 1954. The program was a public-private hybrid to which Congress allocated five million dollars "for projects of all kinds that [would] demonstrate in a dramatic and effective manner the excellence of [the United States'] free enterprise system." This money became known as the President's Emergency Fund for International Affairs, and approximately two hundred thousand dollars of it was allotted annually to international sports projects and demonstrations. This initiative was one way of addressing Congress's recommendation that "the whole global scene should be surveyed and plans developed for getting the peoples of the world on our side through maximum use of sports." Members asserted, "it is through cultural interchange and development, more than superhighways, science, and statistics, that the real answer to communism must be sought."

The idea for an American weightlifting trip to the Soviet Union actually predated the creation of the USIA's cultural exchange program. According to Bob Hoffman, Constantine Nazarov, who was in charge of Soviet weightlifting, first suggested the dual meet at the 1953 World Championships in Stockholm, Sweden. A year later in Vienna, Austria, Hoffman reported, "many Russians were still enthusiastic about the proposed trip." According to Hoffman, it was the Russians who really pushed for the contest and it was they who contacted the A.A.U. and the State Department to see what arrangements could be made to bring the American team to Moscow. Hoffinan—a devotee of the P.T. Barnum school of public relations—was apparently not at all adverse to the idea of taking the American team to Russia. He knew there would be publicity—probably good publicity—and that the trip would provide the opportunity for plenty of copy for Strength & Health, his magazine.

By 1955, the American government had sanctioned several other goodwill sport trips as part of their efforts to spread democracy around the world. Track and field teams had toured the Caribbean and South America; swimmers were sent as athletic ambassadors to Guatemala, Turkey, Finland, Egypt, and Italy; and tennis players gave a series of exhibitions and taught clinics in Ceylon—all for the sake of promoting democracy. No American team had been to the Soviet Union, however, or to any other Eastern bloc nation, and so in the weeks leading up to the national championships in Cleveland, the State Department didn't immediately say "yes" to the request for the American team to visit. One of the big issues, of course, was the financial strength of the U.S. Weightlifting Committee. At least twenty thousand dollars was needed for the Americans to make the trip and with the world weightlifting championships scheduled for Munich, Germany later that same year, there simply wasn't enough money in the weightlifting committee's coffers to pay for both trips. Finally, Hoffman went to New York City and met with AAU secretary/treasurer Daniel Ferris to see what kind of help could be acquired to fund the trip. Although Hoffman later claimed in his report of the trip in Strength & Health that the State Department contributed some of the funding for the Moscow trip, that was apparently not the case. A letter from Ferris to House of Representatives member Frank Thomas, Jr., which was read as part of a hearing before the House Sub-committee on Education and Labor in 1955 reported that "we financed that visit (to Russia) through funds contributed by friends of weightlifting in the United States." The actual source of those funds is not completely clear. In his Strength & Health report on the trip, Hoffman mentions a "Middle East organization" that wanted the Americans to also visit that region, and
he also reports that by donating six thousand dollars so the trip could be made he had personally lost a bid to sell seventy thousand dollars worth of barbells to the Marines. However it was financed, the trip wasn’t paid for by the lifters, and it included a show in Leningrad after the Moscow contest, followed by exhibitions in Lebanon, Iran, and Egypt over the next several weeks.

The public’s interest in the trip proved to be extraordinary, and was emblematic of a growing concern felt by Many Americans related to how our athletes would compare with the Soviets in international competition. One of those voicing concern was Pulitzer Prize winning newspaperman, Arthur Daley, who in June 1955, wrote, 

The Russians will knock the ears off the Americans in the 1956 Olympic Games at Melbourne, Australia, next year. It isn’t a pretty fact, but it’s virtually an inescapable one. The worst of it is that we can’t borrow the light-hearted English approach and give it the jolly well-done-old-boy treatment. The Red brothers will scream to the world that this is merely one more proof of how decadent the capitalistic system really is.

Other Americans also voiced their concerns about the Soviet Union. Shortly after the 1952 Olympics, the New York Times announced the publication by the Soviet Union of “new athletic norms and standards of training rules, aimed at capturing the principal world records.” Additionally, an article from the Los Angeles Times on 21 April 1955 reported on the development of a rural sports program in the U.S.S.R. The author expressed a feeling of concern that “such a thorough hunt for talent [meant] that very few, if any, potential athletes among the Soviet Union’s two hundred million population [would] escape the searching eyes of the nation’s sports officials.” Even some politicians began to worry about the new “Red Menace.” In House sub-committee hearings on cultural exchange programs, Dorothy Buffum Chandler told the members present that America needed to “propagandize—if we have to use that word—for more sports, not so much abroad but within our own country.” Continuing, Chandler told of a recent trip she’d made to Russia and explained, I came home from Russia depressed about our own sports program . . . In our country we do not have sufficient appreciation of the Olympic games and the athletes representing us. They are sort of like second or third cousins that someone takes care of. People say, ‘Oh yes; the Olympic games,’ and turn to some variety show on TV. But when you are in Russia you see the preparation for the Olympic games; you see the men and women—young people, middle-aged people; everyone trying to make themselves as fit as possible, and the ones in the upper, more excellent brackets sportwise . . . they are determined they are going to win.

The weightlifting community also expressed anxiety about their Soviet foes. In the May 1955 issue of Strength & Health, an article ran titled “How Can We Beat the Russians?” In it, Eugene C. Shumate wrote, “If what happened to our Olympic weight lifting team at the hands of the Russians last October in Vienna is indicative of the 1956 Olympic games to be held in Melbourne, we face national humiliation.” He continued, “Obviously we are repelled by having our athletes act as pawns in the chess game of international power politics. Yet, we now find ourselves in this position.” Later in the article Shumate simplified the matter of East versus West by explaining that the weightlifters were symbols that represented “the best that the number one Western nation could pit against the East…”

In the “Readers’ Round-Up” section of the June-July 1955 issue of Iron Man—which had been set in type before the Moscow lifting—Peary Rader also reported on Soviet sport. Rader wrote, “Russia is busy preparing her athletes for the ’56 Olympics in a gigantic sports program . . . There are 1200 stadiums in Russia and 55,000 other types of gyms and sports centers. They have 13 institutes for training coaches...and these institutes have 40,000 students.” Rader concluded, “With over five million weightlifters, ideal training opportunities and government support, our few lifters have a tremendous task ahead of them, for top Russian athletes have an even better opportunity to train properly than
any professional ever had.”

**Lifting the Iron Curtain**

The Americans flew from Idlewild Airport (now named for John F. Kennedy) in New York on 7 June 1955 and made stops in Gander, Newfoundland; Reykjavik, Iceland; Stockholm, Sweden; and then Helsinki, Finland where they spent two nights while waiting for the plane that would eventually take them into Russia. From Helsinki they went first to Leningrad where they deplaned to eat lunch and then at last to Moscow where the entire Russian team, a host of newspaper reporters, and several camera crews turned out to meet them. When the images of Anderson and the Americans deplaning hit the Soviet and, later, the American airwaves, Anderson became the focus of an international media frenzy. The Russians were immediately curious about the colossal bear-like man.

Anderson’s lifting performance in Moscow only increased this curiosity and, in so doing, changed his life; his popularity skyrocketed. The day after the exhibition, Clifton Daniel wrote in the *New York Times*, “Muscovites had a new sports hero [that night]—an American.” He also relayed that “the crowd roared with delight” at Anderson’s performance, which was “the main interest from the beginning,” as opposed to team performances. Anderson also garnered publicity for his exploits in publications such as *Life* and *Newsweek*. His success seemed to provide hope that the United States could remain competitive athletically, despite the Soviet’s focus on sport.

Much of the publicity immediately surrounding the Moscow trip acknowledged the Cold War connection between politics and sport. *Time* magazine reported, “ Appropriately enough, it was Heavyweight Paul Anderson who made the biggest hit. The 22-year-old titan from Toccoa, Georgia looked for all the world like a living caricature of Humphrey Pennyworth, the comic-strip strongman. Here in the flesh was the giant of a capitalist fairy tale . . . Anderson toyed with the big bar bells and set two world records in the process.”

Americans have always loved things that are big and, in Anderson, the fact that he was himself larger than life meant that he captured the imagination of thousands of Americans in ways that a smaller man would not have been able to do. Peary Rader alluded to this when he wrote in *Iron Man Lifting News*, “[Anderson] has made America aware of the lifting game and our superiority to the rest of the world—at least in the heavyweight class.”

Charles A. Smith made the same point in an article from the September 1955 issue of *Muscle Builder*. He wrote, “the most fantastic peaks of lifting have in my opinion been reached not in the diminutive bantamweight and featherweight classes nor in the two immediate higher divisions, but in the biggest bodyweight class of all . . . the heavyweight class.”

Along the same lines, in his article in *The Washington Post and Times Herald*, Stewart Alsop wrote...
about his experiences while visiting the Soviet Union, which included attending a reception given by the Section of Heavy Athletics of the Committee of Sport and Physical Culture of the U.S.S.R. in honor of the American weightlifter. “The most conspicuous American weight lifter” Alsop wrote, “was a prophet without honor in his own country.” He went on to describe Anderson as “an amiable Gargantua, whose arms are so enormous that he carries them at a sharp angle from his vast chest.”\textsuperscript{151} Alsop then explained the state of weightlifting in both the United States and the Soviet Union by writing, “In the United States, weight-lifting is largely concentrated in the area of York, Pa., in the Soviet Union, -- weight-lifting is highly popular, and the competition had drawn standing room only crowds.”\textsuperscript{152} Finally, he alluded to the importance of Anderson’s achievements. “The Russians had won, but Mr. Anderson had saved the national face by breaking all known records.”\textsuperscript{153} Later in the piece Alsop acknowledged that the lifting in Moscow was also about “the world balance of power and the frightening difference between social systems.”\textsuperscript{154}

Anderson’s return to the United States also demonstrated the impact of his feats. In the 8 October 1955 issue of the \textit{Saturday Evening Post}, Furman Bisher wrote that upon Anderson’s expected return, “Gov. Marvin Griffin declared July 5th, Paul Anderson Day in Georgia. Dignitaries converged on the Atlanta airport prepared to fill the air with glorifying words about him, a 100-car motorcade stood lined up, ready to escort him home to Toccoa, ninety-six miles away. There was only one hitch. Anderson didn’t show on schedule. His overseas flight reached New York six hours late.”\textsuperscript{155} Despite this unavoidable incident, as Anderson said, “When everything finally was settled and I was able to relax, the honors poured in. I was given a key to the city and several trophies and plaques and was besieged with requests for pictures and interviews.”\textsuperscript{156} Additionally, in a story printed in multiple newspapers, Anderson told Jimmy Breslin that he had “to keep an appointment chart for newspaper people because so many people call . . . and make dates for stories.”\textsuperscript{157}

Members of government also hailed Anderson’s feats. Lee Metcalf, a Representative from Montana, mentioned him in a 5 July 1955 Congressional hearing on various bills relating to awards of medal for distinguished civilian achievement and cultural interchange. In the midst of discussion about Soviet sport and American sports standouts, Metcalf said, “I do want to say that if the gentleman from Georgia, Mr. Landrum were here he would insist that Paul Anderson, the champion weight lifter, had also contributed a great deal to the world of sports, and especially by his triumphs in Russia.”\textsuperscript{158} Moreover, a few days later, on 11 July 1955, Senator Howard Smith of New Jersey cited an editorial titled, “People to People” from the \textit{Christian Science Monitor}.\textsuperscript{159} The editorial noted that “a huge young fellow, Paul Anderson, from Georgia, member of an American team of weight lifters, has made quite an impression in Moscow by raising a bar bell weighing over 400 pounds.”\textsuperscript{160} These mentions suggest that Anderson’s performance in the U.S.S.R. was viewed favorably as a manifestation of the government’s Cold War objective to “provide constructive and attractive alternatives to Communism.”\textsuperscript{161} They also show the importance of sport as a propaganda tool.

Even Vice-President Nixon expressed interest in the weightlifters’ exploits. According to Bob Hoffman, who engineered a meeting at the White House after the trip, in the course of a friendly chat Nixon remarked, “The reports we have had of your team from our embassies in the countries you visited has been excellent. Apparently you have been able to build more goodwill in a few days than our officials have done in years. How would you like to go on a longer trip—say a trip around the world—to help create an interest in physical fitness and to make your country more favorably known?”\textsuperscript{162} But Hoffman was known for bloviating.

Julius Johnson gave an alternate, perhaps more believable, account of the meeting. In an interview with Terry Todd, Johnson said that although there were a number of people at the White House that traveled to the Soviet Union, “the only one that interested Nixon was Paul. He talked to Paul privately and Hoffman and all the other folks were all gone out of the room and I was there because I was with Paul.”\textsuperscript{163} He said that Nixon “talked to Paul about going overseas to be an ambassador of goodwill . . . Hoffman was the leader, but he wasn’t the man that [Nixon] was talking to. Nixon was talking to this kid, because he was the one that had captured everyone’s imagination.”\textsuperscript{164} In any case, Nixon and others in government were clearly impressed with Anderson’s achievements. They must have considered Anderson an effective weapon in the Cold War because the lifters soon departed for the second goodwill trip that Nixon reportedly mentioned to Anderson. The team left for this trip in early November 1955, only a week after returning
from the 1955 World Championships in Munich, Germany. On this second goodwill tour, the team gave exhibitions in Iraq, Afghanistan, India, and Burma. They were greeted heartily at every stop, and set aside time to see the sights as well. Hoffman expressed his delight in the attention the team received, and the pervasiveness of physical culture in India. The trip lasted approximately four weeks, as the team returned in time for Hoffman to attend the 1955 AAU National Convention in Louisville, Kentucky on 2 December 1955. The second tour, however, failed to capture the attention of the country in the same way the first tour had.

In the months that followed the trip to Russia, Anderson became a star in the Soviet Union. One newspaper article from The Daily Reporter in Spencer, Iowa declared the “Russian girls [were] nominating Anderson as their “Pinup Boy of 1955.” What’s more, the foreign newspaper, Soviet Sport, “devoted an unprecedented full page in its eight-page Saturday edition to the American weight lifters.” According to the New York Times, the American team was so well received that “the heavy athletics section of the Soviet Committee for Sports and Physical Culture gave a farewell party for the United States weight-lifting team.” Also, an article from the Milwaukee Journal on 21 June 1955, relayed that Anderson said, “Russians had attempted to persuade him to wed a Russian girl after he gave a record breaking performance in the Moscow meet.” Additionally, a few months after the Moscow exhibition, Brendan Gill of the New Yorker spoke with Anderson; with Julius Johnson, who had begun working as Anderson’s manager; and with Karo Whitfield, chairman of the Georgia A.A.U. Weightlifting Committee in New York. Whitfield told Gill, “when the Russians don’t like something, they don’t boo, they whistle. Well, they might whistle at their own men, but they never whistled at Paul. Paul is the Babe Ruth of Russia.”

These assertions were apparently not media exaggerations. Dorothy Johnson, Anderson’s sister, recounted that during the World Championships held in Munich, Germany a few months after the Moscow exhibition, the Soviet and American teams were not supposed to mix, but they slipped out and mingled anyway. She said, “At that time Paul was eating honey and when the Russians came they were all eating honey and that shows that they thought a lot of him.” Bob Hise, founder of the American Weightlifting Association, also attested to Anderson’s celebrity in Russia. In the video The Strongest Man In Recorded History: A Documentary on the Life of Paul Anderson, Hise recalled his trip to the 1975 World Weightlifting Championships in Moscow. He said the competition was held in an ice rink surrounded by a corridor filled with pictures of outstanding weightlifters. Hise asserted that if numbers mean anything then Anderson was their idol as there were 144 pictures of Anderson on that wall.

Although Anderson’s impact was global, it was most potent in the American strength community. Most of the magazines that covered the strength sports recounted stories from the Soviet trip and the results of Anderson’s exhibitions. In the November 1955 issue of Muscle Power, for example, Oscar State chronicled the Moscow trip. His article included the American weightlifters’ sight-seeing excursions to Moscow Square and the Kremlin. He also reported on the team’s workout at the Dynamo Gymnasium, during which Anderson squatted 606 pounds for ten repetitions and bent the bar. According to State, he left the Soviets in awe. State’s article also confirms that Anderson was “the center of interest” during his time in Moscow.

In the October 1955 issue of Strength & Health, Bob Hoffman provided a version of the journey titled “Our Trip to Russia.” This detailed account of the team’s travels included commentary about the lifters’ performances, and related anecdotes such as Anderson needing two seats on the airplanes. Hoffman also recounted that the team saw an indoor circus, the highlight of which was a man diving through a circle of knives without being injured; attended a celebration for Walt Whitman, a poet loved by Stalin; and toured the agricultural exposition in Moscow. However, Hoffman did not devote as much space in the article to Anderson as he did to others. This could be because Anderson was not on the York Team or, as historian John Fair speculates, because Anderson was one of the few lifters not deferential to Hoffman. Even so, Hoffman praised Anderson, and in recounting Anderson’s lifting that evening he wrote, “Medvedev, the young Russian heavy-weight, tried hard, but was as outclassed as a light panel truck trying to match the power of a big diesel… Paul evoked roars from the crowd as he muscled the weight overhead, and overnight became world famous.”

Other muscle magazine articles focused mainly on Anderson. The August 1955 issue of Muscle Power magazine, for example, printed an article titled, “Paul Anderson Amazes Moscow: American and Russians Tie
in Lifting Contest."180 In it the author wrote, "An American boy from Georgia became a new Russian Sports hero on the night of June 15th when he amazed a crowd of fifteen thousand weightlifting fans during the first International Team match between the United States and Moscow."181 The article went on to say that "Giant Paul Anderson" did not simply beat his opponent, but that "He licked Alexei Medvedev."182 Iron Man Lifting News reported in that same month that "Paul Anderson was the big hero, for the Russians were amazed at this fabulous giant and his unbelievable performances. There is little doubt in the minds of most people who have seen him lift recently, but that he is the strongest man who ever lived."183 The September 1955 issue of Iron Man magazine reported that Anderson was "feted and honored in Russia as a hero, where weightlifters are sports heroes comparable to ball players, fighters, etc. in the USA."184

In his article from the September 1955 Muscle Builder, Charles A. Smith wrote, "Paul Anderson is, in a greater sense than you and I realize, a Weightlifting Pioneer. He is the man who has 'raised the curtain' on a fantastic weightlifting future... We can never forget that first man... that pioneer. We will never forget Paul Anderson, the pioneer of the 400 press... the pioneer of the 1100 total, the first man to exceed it and today's first citizen of weightlifting."185

**Conclusion**

Although Anderson's impact was significant, we cannot argue that it overshadows several other athletic events during the Cold War such as the miracle win of the 1980 U.S. hockey team over the Soviet Union, or the importance of the U.S. vs. U.S.S.R. track and field series.186 Despite the publicity that Anderson garnered for the sport in 1955 and the further publicity he received upon his Olympic victory in 1956, weightlifting quickly reverted to being a comparatively minor sport in the United States. In fact, Hoffman noted in his account of the Soviet trip that Anderson "had to press 400 pounds in Russia to gain the attention of the American press, despite the fact that he had done 403 1/2 in New York City two months earlier."187 In the October 1955 issue of Iron Man Lifting News, Peary Rader similarly wrote, "As Harry Paschall says, weight lifting as a sport will always be a minority sport in the USA and will never draw the crowds or interest that other sports do. Is this statement true? We hope not... we also would like to see lifting as a major sport."188

It could also be that the U.S. lifters’ trip to Russia has received comparatively little scholarly attention because it occurred early in the Cold War. Research cited previously demonstrates that by 1955 many Americans expressed anxiety regarding Soviet sport. Moreover, government documents reveal that some officials considered the situation to be dire even before 1955. For example, the infamous National Security Council “Paper 68” stated, “the Soviet Union, unlike previous aspirants to hegemony, is animated by a new fanatic faith, anti­thetical to our own, and seeks to impose its absolute authority over the rest of the world. Conflict has, therefore, become endemic and is waged, on the part of the Soviet Union, by violent or nonviolent methods in accordance with the dictates of expediency.”189 Cold War tensions were already high around the time of the Moscow exhibition.

Despite not receiving as much attention as did later Cold War sports affairs, the 1955 Moscow Weightlifting Exhibition was a pioneering, significant event in international sports history. At a time when Americans were engaged in symbolic battle with the Soviet Union, Anderson’s strength—and his singular, tank-like appearance—became a rallying cry to all. By beating the Soviets, he symbolically demonstrated the superiority of the American way of life. His fellow Americans regarded him, for a very brief time, as a national hero. The press relayed the entire trip while extolling his world-record breaking performance. At the same time, these stories strengthened the East versus West narrative. Members of the U.S. government also recognized the contribution of his achievement to the Cold War, and sent the team on another goodwill mission a few months later.191 What’s more, Americans became much more familiar with the relatively obscure sport of weightlifting, through which they could strengthen themselves and, thus, the nation. Although Anderson did not have a circular shield or superhero tights, in the midst of the Cold War it seems the Soviet official was correct when he called Anderson “Mr. America.”191

**NOTES:**

1. During Anderson's competitive years, the sport of weightlifting consisted of three lifts: the press, the snatch, and the clean and jerk. The highest weight successfully performed in each lift was then combined for the total and the highest total achieved in each weight class won the division. The press consisted of lifting the weight to the shoulders—usually in a squat clean—then, after a signal from the judge, pressing the bar from the shoulders to lock-
out without any body movement other than the arms moving upward. The legs cannot bend at the knees, the feet cannot shift, and the back cannot bend backward at the waist if one is properly performing the lift. The second competitive lift is the snatch. The snatch is performed by lifting a barbell overhead from the ground in one motion. The clean and jerk is a two step lift. It resembles the press, except lifters can bend their knees and drop under the weight to catch it as the bar moves upward off the chest, resulting in heavier weights being lifted compared to the press.
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New Digital Resources on Stark Center Website
www.starkcenter.org

Over the past several years we’ve been entering a wide variety of newspaper clippings, letters, courses, and other paper ephemera onto the Stark Center’s E-Archive. This is a free, searchable database of PDF copies of materials (primarily from Ottley Coulter’s Collection at this juncture). To view these materials go to the Stark Center website (www.starkcenter.org), click on the button labeled “Research Center,” and pull down the menu to click on “Stark Digital Resources.” Enter a searchable term, like “Sandow” or “women” and a list of the available items will then appear.

The Stark Center Digital Archive represents the work of dozens of UT undergraduate volunteers who are helping us scan in our materials. The brilliant folks behind the E-archive, however, are Brent Sipes, our digital archivist; Cindy Slater, the Associate Director for Library Services at the Stark Center; and our former web designer, Andy Miller, who’s now graduated from UT and working here in Austin.

Let us know what you think—and check back periodically as we’re adding new items every week.
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